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Checklist before Installation 

❏ I have an Electric Golf Cart 

 

❏ The maximum current through the ignition switch does not exceed 2 Amps when the 

Golf Cart and all accessories are turned on. 

 

 

Checklist after Installation 

❏ Your Golf Cart does not drive when FleetQiTM is off and throttle is engaged. 

 

❏ All connections are secure and won’t come off due to driving vibrations. 

CAUTION: The FleetQiTM is designed to operate cart ignitions and monitor the battery power levels (*see battery meter advisory 

below). Therefore, it performs best under the specific set of conditions described in the installation process. Please install exactly as 

directed. DO NOT attempt to connect the FleetQiTM in series to other accessories such as speakers, lights, voltage regulators, etc. 

Doing so will hinder or prevent optimum FleetQiTM performance.  

 No more than 2 Amps of maximum current through the FleetQiTM!  

Make sure that connectors are mated correctly the first time.  Disconnecting and reconnecting this style of connector can 

damage the factory crimped wiring assembly! 

*The FleetQiTM battery meter is designed to give helpful power level readings for your electric cart. Various cart makes and models 

have differing power configurations that result in slight readout inconsistencies. Although we strive to provide as accurate a reading 

as possible, the battery meter should be used as a guide. As you gain more experience with your FleetQiTM, you'll be able to 

understand better meter accuracy as you determine which readouts coincide with your particular cart's power levels.  

 



Installation Instructions for Club Car Precedent/Onward, or Yamaha Drive. For more detailed 

instructions, view the “FleetQiTM Electric Cart Install Guide” on the XiQ YouTube Channel. 

 

  

1. Remove the dashboard 2. Remove the ignition switch         

  

3. Remove connectors from switch  4. Mount the FleetQiTM to the dashboard 
 (A secure lock nut is provided,if necessary use provided spacer) 

 

 

 
5. Connect the FleetQiTM 
  

       For most of the following electric carts: ClubCar Precedent and Onward, Yamaha Drive   .  
 

 

 


